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Abstract
An 86 year-old male consulted our department for examination of a huge left sided scrotal mass which was focally painful. The patient had a history of trauma at the perineum 30 years previously.

Examination revealed marked swelling of the left side of the scrotum. The involved scrotal skin was focally inflamed (ulcerated). On investigation, we could not distinguish the left testis or epididymis from the mass by palpation. After admission, the serum levels of tumor markers (alpha-fetoprotein, carcinoembryonic antigen, β- human chorionic gonadotropin) were within normal limits.

U/S and MRI did not exclude a testicular tumor completely. As it was impossible to exclude a malignant tumor, especially testicular carcinoma, the tumor was resected by a left high orchiectomy. The histopathological diagnosis was an organized hematocele, and the left testis was located separately from the mass, having normal appearance. This entity should be considered in the differential diagnosis of scrotal masses, even in the absence of a clear history of trauma.

INTRODUCTION
Hematocele is an accumulation of blood within the tunica vaginalis sac. Chronic hematoceles are rare scrotal masses. Possible causes most often include direct trauma of the scrotum, torsion, tumor and surgery. Large hematoceles distort the adjacent testis, leading to increased suspicion of malignancy, both clinically and sonographically1-4. Since correct preoperative diagnosis is problematic unnecessary orchiectomy is not uncommon.

We report a case of chronic hematocele resembling testicular tumor, in an elderly patient.

CASE REPORT
An 86-year-old man presented with a left-sided scrotal mass which extended in the internal femoral region. The patient refers that he had been kicked in the scrotal area by a horse while plowing his farm 30 years ago. This injury caused severe pain and swelling of the scrotal area, which the patient treated by remaining at bed rest for several days. He related that the swelling of the left side of the scrotum had been persistent ever since.

The mass was asymptomatic, except for a local discomfort caused by its size. Last month prior to admission, the involved scrotal skin was locally inflamed (ulcerated) with some degree of pain.

Physical examination revealed that the left side of scrotum was occupied by a large, hard, nontender mass, gradually increasing in size, measuring more than 20 cm. in diameter (fig 1). The mass did not transmit light. The left testis and epididymis could not be detected. Blood markers for testicular tumors such as human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG), alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) and carcino-embryonic antigen (CEA) were found to be within normal levels. The right lower extremity had a motor neuron paralysis as a neurologic residual of poliomyelitis.

Ultrasonography of the scrotum yielded suspicion of a testicular neoplasm, but could not conclude the diagnosis. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed a well-defined encapsulated left solid mass with areas of septations and loculations(fig.2).

Left high inguinal orchiectomy was performed, since it was difficult to exclude completely a testicular tumor. At surgery, a well-encapsulated mass which consisted of a normal testicle surrounded by a thick-walled sac was discovered.

Grossly, the resected mass measured 22X16X8 cm in diameter and 1200 gr in weight.

It consisted of a cavity having a thick capsule, filled with old...
brownish clotted blood (fig.3).

**Figure 1**
Gross photograph of the left hemiscrotal mass.

**Figure 2**
MRI revealed a well-defined encapsulated left solid mass with area of septations and loculations.

**Figure 3**
Gross photograph of the cut surface of the specimen showing a cavity that was filled with old clotted blood (hematocele).

Microscopically, a thickened hypocellular fibrous capsule that contained collections of amorphous eosinophylic material, cholesterol clefts and abundant macrophages, especially with hemosiderin pigment were seen. The testis showed extensive atrophy and was otherwise normal, without evidence of neoplasia. Varicocele was an associated finding. The pathological diagnosis was chronic organized hematocele. The postoperative course of the patient was uneventful.

**DISCUSSION**

Hematocele is defined as a collection of blood between the parietal and visceral layers of the tunica vaginalis that causes an increase in scrotal size.

Chronic hematoceles are rare scrotal masses. To our knowledge, less than 30 cases have been reported in the literature. The age of the patients was 38 to 77 years, with the mean age of 65 years. According to an etiological basis, hematoceles can be classified as idiopathic and secondary. Idiopathic or spontaneous hematoceles give a history of neither trauma to the testis, nor pain in the organ and seems to be more common in elderly patients. Hematoma is the result of blood leakage into the vaginal sac. Secondary hematoceles are usually associated with a history of a trauma to the scrotum, surgery in the surrounding area, or neoplasm. Non-traumatic secondary hematoceles can be produced by haematological alterations or vasculitis. The etiology of hematocele in our case was a previous perineal trauma.

Hematocele is difficult to diagnose preoperatively because both clinically and sonographically may mimic testicular...
neoplasms or cysts. This can happen in long-standing cases because of fibrous thickening with cholesterol granuloma formation in the tunica vaginalis. Testicle exploration shows a solid mass which grows slowly during many years. This gradual development of hematoceles is not unusual. In our case the hematocele enlarged slowly for more than 15 years. The dark brown color of the content showed that it had been present for a long time and thus corresponded to the history given by the patient. In the following years it reached gigantic size. The mechanism underlying the expansion of such hematoceles is not unusual. Presumably minor trauma results in rupture of dilated microvessels beneath the fibrous capsule. In long-standing hematocele, like in our case, the tunica vaginalis becomes enormously thickened with dense fibrous tissue and hemosiderin-laden macrophages. At US, hematoceles appear as heterogeneous encapsulated extra testicular solid mass separated by septations and loculations. However, scrotal U/S often results in a false positive finding of malignant testicular neoplasms usually requiring orchiectomy.

When U/S diagnosis is equivocal it is useful to perform MRI, which has a higher sensitivity and allows clear demonstration of blood. However, it cannot reliably differentiate benign from malignant pathology.

In our case, there was high suspicion of testicular neoplasm preoperatively because the testicle was compressed and pushed towards the periphery.

A differential diagnosis can also be made from malignant mesothelioma of the tunica vaginalis testis clinically and radiologically. The latter grows rapidly. Slow growth, as in our case, can be one finding for suspecting a benign lesion.

Since neither clinical symptoms nor sonographic findings were completely reliable in predicting the correct preoperative diagnosis, high inguinal orchiectomy was recommended. In the literature, only high inguinal orchiectomy was performed in patients with an intrascrotal cystic mass, as in our case, because it was difficult to exclude a testicular tumor preoperatively. Tumor resection without orchiectomy has not been reported. The histopathologic examination contributed to the definitive diagnosis.

However, the presence of a clinical history of trauma in conjunction with a correct interpretation of U/S and MRI images before the initiation of surgical treatment, will obviate an orchiectomy, which is not always necessary. Surgical evacuation of the hematocele can prevent complications of a hematocele like compression of testis, abscess formation or necrosis, as unresolved hematocele can eventually be infected.
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